Thank you so much for investing in our students. Student Awards are one of the most vital ways we support the incredible young people who attend Trinity College.

To truly fulfill our mission of offering an exceptional academic experience that fosters community, responsibility and leadership, it is vitally important that we consider and support the whole student. Research shows a clear link between personal well-being and academic performance. Supporting the whole student is the overarching theme of our new Strategic Plan. With the launch of the our Mental Health Program and the Anne Steacy Counselling Initiative we are working hard to address student well-being. In everything from improving our food to connecting with pets, we are focusing our attention on every dimension of student wellbeing.

In this context, it is also important to acknowledge that financial stress is a major source of student anxiety. With about 50% of first year students from Ontario meeting the eligibility criteria for financial aid, it is clear that many of our very talented students also have significant financial need. As a College we are committed to doing all we can to alleviate the financial concerns of our students so that all students of talent are equally able to concentrate on their studies and pursue the extra-curricular activities that we know are so valuable.

Trinity College’s Student Awards Program exists to make their dreams possible and are we are constantly striving to increase the bursaries and scholarships available.

Our alumni and staff came together to create a very special new award this year - the Geoff Seaborn Students’ Fund - to honour retiring Bursar Geoff Seaborn 7T3. Known for his deep commitment to the College and generations of students, Geoff quietly helped students with bus fare for a trip home, printing fees for reports, or money for text books. The Fund will continue to help students fill little gaps that arise from time to time.

Reunion classes often choose to commemorate their special anniversaries by establishing (or adding to!) student awards. In the last few years, many classes have raised funds for scholarships and bursaries, including the Classes of 1980, 1965, 1963, 1961, and 1958. Through student awards, generations of alumni and friends have made a selfless investment in Trinity College’s students. As you can see from the report, so many people, either as individuals or as a class, continue to make an enormous impact, together making Trinity a vibrant place of learning where our students thrive.

On behalf of Trinity College, and especially of our students, I want to thank you for the tremendous difference that your generosity makes both now and in the future.

Mayo Moran
Provost & Vice-Chancellor
Trinity College Student Award Recipients

**ADMISSION SCHOLARSHIPS**

**5T8 Scholarship**
Maria Medeleanu

**Chancellor R. C. Berkinshaw Scholarship (4)**
Qian Chen, Ester Dubali, Stephen Riegler, Cindy Wu

**Lila Best Scholarship**
Siera Carrozza

**Burnside Scholarship in Science**
Cheng-En Huang

**Bursar’s Scholarship**
Xin Chen

**Alice H. Clarkson Scholarship**
Nikita Musana

**Provost F. H. Cosgrave Scholarship (NA)**

**Dorothy & Peter Denis-Nathan Scholarship (3)**
Jingwen Gao, Haosheng Liu, Zinuo Zhang

**Dickson Scholarship**
Sarah Boivin

**Elliott Scholarship (3)**
Tiffany Yee-Ho Leung, Frederick Tianlun Zhang, Xiaotian Zhang

**George Gray Falle Scholarship (5)**
Molly Dawe, Nikita Gupta, Sonia Liang, Breen Wilkinson, Shuyin Yu

**Fraser-Crawford Scholarship (NA)**

**Irene Dinnick Holford Scholarship**
Rena Rivera

**Hosford Scholarship (2)**
Madalina Maxim, Rouzbeh Memar

**Ross Alexander Jamieson Scholarship**
Yi Shi

**Maria Janes Scholarship (NA)**

**Simeon Janes Scholarship**
Mati Gordon

**Helen Jarvis Scholarship**
Eric Lyne

**Prof. William Jones Scholarship (NA)**

**Kao Family Western Canada Admission Scholarship**
Roya Akbary

**Peter Larkin Scholarship**
Wen Xuan Xu

**John Herbert McConnell Scholarship (NA)**

**Leonard McLoughlin Scholarship**
Andrew Irwin

**Marion P. Olser Scholarship**
Jingze Wu

**Claude George Pascoe Scholarship**
Rachel Woo

**Bishop Strachan Scholarship**
Allysa Ciancio

**Chancellor Strathy Scholarship**
Yuelang Chen

**Pat Strathy Memorial Scholarship**
Hyo Won Choi

**Drew Thompson Scholarship (NA)**

**The Margaret MacMillan Scholarships in Trinity One (8)**

*Ethics:* Alessia Avola, Madelin Burt-D’Agnillo; *International Relations:* Riam Kim-Mcleod, Alexander King, Grace Lee, Hunter McGuire; *Public Policy:* Lila Asher, Andreas Kyriakos

**Wellington Scholarship**
Mark Fernando

**Edward Franklin Borbridge Award (3)**
Amy Armstrong, Sage Irwin, Sophie Munden

**Isaac Chapman Boyd and Sarah Edith Boyd Scholarship**
Anastasiya Muntyanu

**Bronskill Prize**
Anthony Marchese

**Buscombe Awards (5)**
Anonymous, Rebekah Baumann, Pauline Karpazis, Eleanor Laffling, Michael Luomo

**Robert H. Catherwood Scholarship (4)**
Angel Difan Chu, Kevin Deagle, Emma de Leeuw, Kaleem Hawa

**Chancellor’s Scholarship - Fredrick Ashbaugh Fund (104)**
Adil Abdulla, Candice Anderson, Connor Aneer, Monika Ashwin, Sudarshan Bala, Clara Ban Kim, Jasilyn Marie Beetham, Neely Catane Boan-Mitchell, Felix Ling Fung Chan, Nathan Kaijen Chan, Aditya Chawla, Jiancheng Chen, Cody Cherepuschak, Norman Chung, Bianca Ciungu, Nicholas Cunha, Lina Elfaki, Julien Ferland, James Flynn, Stepan Fomichev, Arjun Gandhi, Patrick Gurses, Paul Han, Katie Harris, Kaleem Hawa, Kourosh Houshmand, Lorina Hoxya, Wendy-Wenxi Hu, Zefan Huang, Lily Dan Lan Huang, Cameron Jones, Nareg Kara-Yacoubian, Tatjana Leentje Kay, Jerry Youngjin Lewis Kim, Kyung Yoon Kim,
Chancellor’s Scholarship – Hortense Wasteneyes Fund (67)

Mrs. F.H. Cosgrave Scholarship in Commerce and Finance
Scott Li

Dickinson-Cartwright 370 Scholarship
Ruilin Li

George Edison Prize in Philosophy (2)
Christopher Cook, Amitpal Singh

George Gray Falle Scholarship (6)
Hannah Fung, Andrew McCormack, Yuan Yao, Siyang Ye, Bo Yuan, Xin Yu Zheng

Fraser-Crawford Scholarship (75)

“I am a student that pays their own way through university through OSAP and the income I receive from working 20+ hours a week at a part-time job. The contribution of this award has significantly aided me in cutting back a few hours at work so that I can continue participating in extracurricular activities at the College. I heavily value the College’s vibrant community - and all the positive changes it has made to my life.”

Ondiek Oduor 1T7

Alexander Fung, Amber Goher, Violet Ha, Ghazal Haddad, Danping Huang, Alan Huynh, Richard Kennedy, Sarah Khan, Hyun Young Kim, Youngjun Koh, Jenny Kondrashikhin, Christian Krustev, Grace Lee, Casimir Legrand, Winston Li, Vivian Lian, Feivel Lim, Hyun Suk Lim, Goodness
Smith, Teraleigh Stevenson, Grace Tang, Marina Tawfik, Erin Tobin, Zahra Vaid, Arielle Vetro, Elise Wagner, Brenda Jieni Wang, Emily Minliang Xu, Nancy Xue, Tara Zammit

Margaret Goldschlag Scholarship
Hunter McGuire

Klaus Holmes In-Course Scholarship
Maria Layarda

Helen Hardy Scholarship (3)
Lucy Marsden, Victoria Wicks, Kelsey Wiseman

Michael J. Hare Award (NA)

Hart-Moorhouse Scholarship
Hana Carrozza

William & Nona Heaslip Scholarship (6)
Trillium Chang, Marissa Martins, Haley O’Shaughnessy, Daniell Pal, Joudy Sarraj, Amitpal Singh

L.C.A. Hodgins Scholarship in English Language and Literature
Malcolm Sanger

John Holmes Scholarship
Maria Layarda

George Ignatieff Scholarship
Emily Tsui

Eric Jackman Scholarship in Psychology (3)
Aisha Ali, Kathleen Harrell, Danielle Bo-Jen Lim

Sophie Joyce Kinch Scholarship
Arvind Kulathu

Elizabeth Kingstone Scholarship
Anthony Piruzza

Mossie Waddington Kirkwood Scholarship
Ye Hua

Honourable Ray Lawson Scholarship
Waleed Khan

Charles Stephen MacInnes Scholarship (4)
Oscar Chen, Angelin Oey, Joshua Oliver, Christopher Puskas

Scotty Matthews-Firasat Khan Award
Ondiek Oduor

Meltzer Memorial Travelling Scholarship in International Relations (2)
Adil Abdulla, Claudia Dessanti

Pearl McCarthy Scholarship
Patricia Tabascio

Neil Reid McLeod Scholarship
Megan Stamp

Leonard McLaughlin Scholarship
Matthew Myung-Do Hong

Sir Gilbert Parker Scholarship in English
Cooper Albertson-Webb

John Pettigrew Scholarship (4)
Mary Davidson, Molly Dawe, Victoria Evangelista, Christine Glossop

John Henry Pettit Scholarship in Greek and Hebrew
Madeleine Levac

Ellen Patteson Rigby Scholarship
Hamish Ballantyne

Marian A, Robertson Scholarship (32)
Maria Alexiou, Emily Brade, Ryan Chan, Jeffery Chen, Jeremiah Clement-Schlimm, Chelsea Colwill, Reid Dobell, Adra Greig, Kate Wen Guan, Nikita

Jessie Clark McPherson Scholarship (21)

John and Gladys Miller Scholarship (2)
Christie Choy, Quentin Kun-Ting Wong

John and Gladys Miller Scholarship (2)


W.S. Rogers Scholarship in French
Inseo Baek
James Scott Scholarship
Kyuho Lee

Jessica Shelley Award
Yu Jin Kim

Sodexo Award (4)
Christina Chung, Yu Fan Hu, Justin Jisu Lim, Wei Miao

Solar Panel First-Year Award
Lila Asher

St. Augustine Foundation Scholarship
James Butterfield

St. George’s Society Award (NA)

Hugh Stephenson Memorial Scholarship (3)
Madeleine Chin-Yee, Mirka Loiselle, Catherine MacIntosh

Elliott Grasett Strathy Scholarship (2)
Yu Lou, Eric Wodrich

Drew Thompson Scholarship (17)

Waddington Scholarship
Sophie Munden

Mary White Prize (NA)

John Harvey Whiteside Scholarship (3)
Sarah Harrison, Lorne Levy, Aditya Rau

Archibald Hope Young Scholarship
Ye Hua

BURSARIES

4T1 Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

4T6 Bursary (3)
Anonymous, Johan Froese, Sean Kim

5T0 Bursary (5)
Anonymous (2), Hana Carrozza, Yujuan Fu, Goodness Madu

5T4 Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

5T6 Bursary (NA)

5T7 Bursary (2)
Anonymous, Angela Jin

7T8 Bursary
Siera Carrozza

8T0 Bursary—New Award
Anonymous Recipient

Fredrick Ashbaugh Fund (NA)

Marilyn & Charles Baillie Award (3)
Anonymous, Emmalin Buajitti, Sarah Luttrell

J. P. Bickell Foundation (4)
Anonymous (2), Rolda Purcell, Kasi Sewraj

Burrows-Matheson Fund (2)
Anonymous, Keunho Yoo

Provost Cosgrave Exhibition (NA)
Margery Curlette Fund (NA)

Provoest Delworth Graduation Bursary (21)
Anonymous (1), Dina Al Asadi, Jasleen Arneja, Roman Bohulevych, Oscar Chen, Hannah Danielson, Kevin Deagle, Sara Farkhondeh, Alexander Gabinet-Equihua, Sandra Homer, Dowon Lee, Kyuho Lee, Anna Lu, Sarah Mack, Julia Martschenko, Steven Meas, Rolda Purcell, Mobina Qayom, Victoria Reedman, Teraleigh Stevenson, Breen Wilkinson

Dorothy & Peter Denis-Nathan Bursary
Charlotte Connolly

Agnes Strachan Ffolkes and Mary E. Strachan Exhibition (NA)

Ernst & Young Bursary (2)
Jihae Jang, Gillie Ruiz

Fiera Capital (Sceptre Investment Counsel) Award
Victoria Reedman

Fraser-Crawford Bursary (NA)

General Bursary Fund (11)
Anonymous (7), Emmalin Buajitti Jisoo Kim, Sarah Luttrell, Nam Topp-Nguyen

Ellis Hamilton Memorial Bursary (2)
Charlotte Connolly

Marion Hare Memorial Award (2)
Anonymous, Yeonkyung Namkoong

C.D. Howe Foundation Bursary (3)
James Madhier, Yeonkyung Namkoong, Walter Villanueva

JCM Bursary (7)
Anonymous, Sarah Luttrell, James Madhier, Weston Miller, So Hyun Park, Tsewang Rinzin, Anson Sathaseevan

“The bursary has helped me enormously. It is because of your generosity that I can afford to pursue an education at Trinity. Your contributions not only helped me pay the bills, but it gave me peace of mind. The fear of not being able to pay for the education I am receiving is something that worries me often. Thankfully though, there are people like you, people who are so caring and selfless, that you choose to help students like myself.”

Weston Miller 1T9
The undergraduate experience can be very trying for many of our students. Over the years, I have witnessed the ability of athletic participation to provide a diversion from the stresses of school while also helping instill an extremely valuable measure of self-confidence in those who need it most. Being just one member of the large team of individuals that helps facilitate these experiences has been one of the most rewarding aspects of my university career. I am happy to say that my involvement in athletics has fostered my greatest friendships and kept me sane while serving as Head of College this past year.

The fact that you are concerned about this often discounted aspect of the overall student experience is both encouraging and speaks to the humanity of our alumni community. Thank you for your continued support. I am greatly honored to receive an award that bears the name of a man with as distinguished a career as yourself. Though the award is based on the merit of the recipient’s years at College, I hope that my future actions will continue to honor the spirit in which the William McMurtry Award in Athletics is given. In the short term, this will involve serving in Cameroon with the Peace Corps Community Health program for 2 years. After that, we will have to see!

Reid Dobell 1T6 is the recipient of the William McMurtry Award in Athletics. Established in 2006, the Award is granted to a graduating student with the greatest contribution to College co-curricular life in athletics.
Governor General’s Silver Medal Nominee
Cooper Albertson-Webb

Eric Jackman Scholar in Psychology
Kathleen Harrell

John A. Jessup Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Madeleine Levac

William Kilbourn Prize in Canadian History
Gabrielle Bernier

Neil Reid McLeod Scholarship
Megan Stamp

William McMurtry Award in Athletics
Reid Dobell

Meltzer Memorial Travelling Scholarship in International Relations (NA)

Brian Morgan Scholarship in Law
Victoria Wicks

David Derwyn Owen Prize
Martina Bellisario

Provost Painter Award in Drama (2)
Karthi Chin, Angela Salomon

Ethel F. Dixon Paull Prize
Martina Bellisario

Prince of Wales Prize in Mathematics
Li Pan

Prince of Wales Prize in Classics
Vanessa Snyder-Penner

Provost Delworth Graduation Scholarships (15)
Roman Bohulevych, Oscar Chen, Hannah Marie Danielson, Kevin Deagle, Sara Farkhondeh, Alexander Gabinet-Equihua, Dowon Lee, Kyuho Lee, Anna Lu, Sara Mack, Julia Martschenko, Steven Meas, Victoria Reedman, Teraleigh Stevenson, Breen Wilkinson

Provost’s Scholars (56)

Martin Simpson Memorial Award (NA)
Victoria Reedman, Hayden Rodenkichen, Sushani Singh, Darshan Sivaloganathan, Robert Sniderman, Vanessa Snyder-Penner, Connor Taylor, Emily Chung-Wai Tsui, Adam Varro, Chuqi Wang, Zi Hua Wang, Juri Yamamura, Bo Yuan, Alexandra Zimmer

“Many students, like myself, are already waist-deep in debts, and people like you take a piece of that burden off of our shoulders. By funding this scholarship, you are praising and supporting students who are deeply passionate about learning.

Thank you for believing in me, supporting my love of learning, and encouraging me to persevere on this journey to medical school.”

Vida Erfani 1T7

Solar Panel Award for Environmental Issues
Larissa Parker

Solar Panel Award for Community Involvement (NA)

St. Hilda’s College Alumnae Exhibition
Pauline Karpazis

St. Hilda’s College Board of Trustees Leadership Award (4)
Sarah Harrison, Samantha Kokonis, Julia Kathryn Martschenko, Victoria Reedman

Douglas Bond Symons Prize in Philosophy
Daniel Fitz

Douglas Bond Symons Prize in Modern Language
Claudia Dessanti

Ambassador Kenneth Taylor Prize in International Relations
Claudia Dessanti

Nevil Thomas Award
Michael Werry

Drew Thompson Scholarship (2)
Adil Abdulla, Charles Lee

Trinity College Award in Music (2)
Emma Barnaby, Mark Kazakevich

Trinity College Prize in Ethics, Society and Law
Madeleine Chin-Yee

Trinity College Prize in Immunology
Melissa Meng Ge

Norah Whitney Scholarship (NA)

DIVINITY SCHOLARSHIPS & BURSARIES

(All recipients are anonymous)

Dean Fielding Scholarship for Highest Standing (1)

Dean Grasett Scholarship (NA)

Frederick LeMaitre Grasett Scholarship (1)

Edward & Anna Jeffrey Scholarship (1)
Jubilee Scholarship (NA)
Archbishop Kingston Memorial Scholarship (NA)
ST7 Divinity Bursary (NA)
R. Bruce Baker Memorial Bursary (1)
J.H. & M.H. Barr Bursary (1)
Canon W.E. Baynes Reed Exhibition (1)
F.W. Beare Graduate Student Fund (1)
J.W. Billes Fund (34)
Canon Brewin Memorial Fund (1)
Bishop Broughall Bursary (1)
William Clark Buchner Bursary (1)
Sadie B. Burgess Memorial Fund (1)
A.E. Burgett Bursary (1)
Bonnie Campbell Bursary (6)
Mabel Cartwright Bursary (1)
Cooper Exhibition (1)
Maude Hall Coombs Scholarship (1)
Amy Frances Cooper Bursary (1)
Daykin Bursary (1)
Fulton/Marsden Bursary (1)
General Divinity Bursary Fund (15)
Canon Anthony Hart Exhibition (1)
Canon W.W. Judd Memorial Bursary (1)
The Venerable John Ker Bursary (1)
Reverend & Mrs. A. Ketterson Bursary (1)
Arthur Stewart Madill Bursary (1)
Palmer Exhibition (1)
Rev. William A. Pippen Bursaries (1)
Thomas W. Powell Bursary (1)
Pulker Award (1)
RC.AF Theological College Assistance (1)
Jean Rutherford Reekie Bursary (1)
Clare Slater Bursary (1)
Reverend Victor C. Spencer Memorial Exhibition (NA)
St. Thomas-Larkin Bursary (NA)
James & Frances Stubley Bursary (1)
Talbot Exhibition (1)
H. Tweedie Bursary (1)
Ven. Robert F. Walker Memorial Bursary (NA)
Hortence Wasteneys Award (9)
Canon John De Pencier Wright Memorial Bursary (NA)

DIVINITY PRIZES

Alexander Burnside Chafee Prize
Andrew Colman
Sidney Childs Prize in Dogmatics
Roshni Jayawardena
Canadian Bible Society Prize for Excellence in Scripture Reading
Christopher Samsom
College Prize in Hebrew (NA)
Divinity Associates’ Prize for College Involvement
Mary-Catherine Garden

Doolittle Prize in Reading
Philip Benmore

Dean Fielding Scholarship
Paul Guirgis

Rupert Fenwick Williams Prize in New Testament
Adam Brown

Fourth Bishop of Toronto’s Prize for General Proficiency
Frances Wallace

The Gartshore Integrity Award (NA)

Governor General's Silver Medal (NA)

Hamilton Memorial Prize
Matthew Kieswetter

Kent Testimonial Prize
Annette Hoare

Archbishop Kingston Memorial Scholarship
William Graper

Canon P.M. Lamb Prize in New Testament Greek
Clayton Chrusch

McDonald Prize for General Knowledge of the English Bible (2)
Kenneth McClure, Frances Wallace

Margaret L. Muckle Prize in Church History
William Graper

Margaret L. Muckle Prize in Christian Education
Michael Phillips

Margaret L. Muckle Prize in Philosophy of Religion
Senan Whelan

Canon G. B. Morley Memorial Prize in New Testament Greek (NA)

Romney M. Moseley Memorial Prize (NA)

J. Nicholson Prize in Liturgics
Matthew Bowman

Canon Charles Frederick Pashler Prize in Moral Theology
Colin Bowler

Dorothy Shuter Prize in Liturgics
Dean Cormack

Spencer Prize in Mission Study
Frances Wallace

Gordon Kent Stephen Memorial Prize
Matthew Kieswetter

DIVINITY FELLOWSHIPS

Howard Buchner Junior Fellowship
Jeffrey Metcalfe

Hannah Cairns Junior Fellowship
Andrew Sheparson

Sidney Childs Junior Fellowship
Glenn Barenthin

Archbishop H.H. Clark Junior Fellowship
Andrea Jarmai

John Strachan Junior Fellowship
Carol King

The whole reason that I am able to study at Trinity College is because I have been helped in significant ways with my tuition. I will always be incredibly grateful to Trinity for this assistance. One thing that I really appreciate are the prizes that are available for Divinity students. Nearly all of the Divinity awards are named and I want to tell you about one of them—The Alexander Burnside Chafee Prize is for preaching. When I received it I had no idea of who Alexander Burnside Chafee might be but I thought, as I was accepting his money, that I should know something about Mr. Chafee. I now know that Mr. Chafee was admitted to the Divinity class in 1869 and graduated from Trinity in 1873. The award from this prize is actually quite small; it really is only enough to buy a book. However, when this award was established that money would probably have paid for quite a bit. Perhaps, part of a term’s tuition or even living expenses. So why do I love this award?

Because by receiving it I am connected to a long-ago Divinity student. In the “big world” Mr. Chafee and I probably share little other than our vocation to priesthood and even that is located in very different times. But, receiving his award means that I am connected not only with a single Trinity student but also with all of Trinity College for now and for forever. This award is a way of locating me. It stands for the challenge, the community and the scholarship that I experience every day I am here at Trinity College.

Mary-Cate Garden 1T6 received the Alexander Burnside Chafee Prize in 2014.
Recipient Listing

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the listing of student awards granted during the 2015/2016 academic year. Not all established awards are given out every year, based on the availability of qualified recipients who meet the terms of the award or other circumstances—these awards are marked NA for “not awarded”. For the purposes of the listing, students have the option to maintain their privacy by requesting anonymity. Such requests have been honoured through the listing of “Anonymous Recipient/Anonymous”.

General Award Information

Admission Scholarships: All eligible applicants to Trinity College are automatically considered for admission scholarships and recipients are notified of the scholarship in their offer of admission. Trinity College awards approximately 90 scholarships per year to incoming first year students from all provinces. These range in value from $1,000 to $3,500 for one year.

In-Course Scholarships: All Trinity students are automatically considered for Trinity College in-course scholarships at the end of their first, second and third years. In order to qualify, a student must complete a minimum of 4.0 credits during the Fall-Winter academic year in question. Scholarship recipients are selected based on their Annual Grade Point Average (AGPA). There is also a wide range of in-course scholarships that require an application.

Bursaries: Trinity College bursaries are non-repayable awards designed to assist Trinity College students who have explored all other avenues of financial assistance and who still demonstrate financial need. All bursaries require an application.

Graduation Awards: All graduating Trinity students are automatically considered for Trinity College graduation awards. Awards recipients are selected based on their Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA). The cut-off CGPA for graduation awards changes each year depending on the number of students eligible for consideration.

For information on the application and selection process for Student Awards please visit www.trinity.utoronto.ca or contact: Nelson De Melo, Registrar, at 416-946-7614 or demelo@trinity.utoronto.ca

Student Appreciation and Contact

Trinity College students are extremely grateful to benefit from donor support and all student award recipients are encouraged to prepare a thank you letter to the donor of their award. Most students welcome the opportunity to express their appreciation in person. Trinity College also hosts two annual awards events—the Student Awards reception in the fall, and the Graduation Awards Ceremony in June—to which donors are encouraged to attend.

If you would like to meet the recipient of the award you support, have questions about your award, or would like additional information about supporting Trinity College’s Student Awards Program, please contact: Meredith Meads, Associate Director, Major Gifts & Gift Planning, at 416-946-7371 or meredith.meads@utoronto.ca